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The SUMS was flown on Shuttle Flight 61-C in January 1986. Columbia was
launched on January 12, 1986, from Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and landed at
Edwards Air Force Base, California on January 18, 1986.
The mass spectra from the SUMS did not show the expected rise in signal level
during the reentry phase of the Shuttle mission. The reason for the failure to show
the expected rise has been investigated and is documented in a contractor report by
Mr, E. Hinson dated March 1987 (contract NAS1-16385) and by a Memo to SUMS
Project Files by Mr. R. J. Duckett dated November 25, 1986. The above noted
reports document the results of flight 61C and are included in this report.
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Abstract
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w
This report presents results and status of work performed
under contract NASI-16385, Phases II and III, covering software
development and flight data analysis for the Shuttle Upper
Atmosphere Mass Spectrometer (SUMS) experiment. A descriptive
summary of the SUMS Flight Data Reduction and Analysis System
(software) is presented, including details of the inlet reduction
algorithm. Static and dynamic calibration test procedures are
discussed and results of the tests are presented. A discussion
of ongoing analysis efforts is included. The results of flight
data analysis for the SUMS 61-C (STS-32) mission are attached to
this report. This was the only SUMS flight during the contract
period and failure of the protection valve caused loss of science
data.
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
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This report covers work performed under Phase II and III of
contract NASI-16385 ending March 31, 1987. (Phase I results were
reported in Reference I.) It includes a description of the SUMS
Flight Data Reduction and Analysis System, a description of the
SUMS calibration technique, and a discussion of support analyses
conducted during SUMS development. The interim final report for
the only SUMS flight (STS-32, 61-C) was completed in May, 1986,
and is included with this report as Attachment A.
The procedures and software necessary for the reduction and
analysis of SUMS calibration test data were completed prior to
the test performance at the University of Texas-Dallas (UTD).
The test data were processed and analyzed at LaRC and the
calibration constants derived from this analysis were
incorporated into the flight data reduction software.
The SUMS Flight Data Reduction and Analysis System software
was completed before the launch of Shuttle Orbiter Columbia, OV-
102, on the 61-C mission in January, 1986. Prior to this first
flight, the software system had been checked out using the OEX-
CCT tapes recorded during the OEX .......... Systems Test (IST)
at NASA/JSC and during the OEX Integrated Vehicle Test (IVT) at
NASA/KSC.
Flight data from the 61-C mission were processed with
virtually no problems and the spectral data from SUMS were
available for review within 24 hours of receipt of data tapes at
LaRC. Analysis of the 61-C flight data showed an apparent
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failure of the instrument to measure any ambient gas samples and
subsequent hardware tests confirmed that the protection valve had
failed closed.
During the STS stand-down since mission 51-F, some software
enhancement based on 61-C experience has been accomplished.
Analysis of HIRAP derived atmosphere density data from ten
flights has been performed with the objective of ensuring that
the SUMS software can accommodate the actual density variations
occurring during flight. The large gradients observed in some
HIRAP results could present a problem for SUMS with respect to
dynamic response if these gradients are in fact atmospheric.
Also, techniques for combining angular acceleration data derived
from the ACIP rate gyros with the SUMS data have been
developed. This capability will expand the aerodynamic analysis
to include moment coefficient as well as force coefficients.
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SECTION 2 - SUMS FLIGHT DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM
This section provides an overview of the data flow and
software programs developed for reduction and analysis of SUMS
flight data. Part of the system is written in FORTRAN for the
LaRC Central Computer Complex. Partial reduction of flight data
is accomplished on the central computer and the results are
transferred to the HP 9836 system in Bldg. 1232, Room 246-B, via
nine-track magnetic tapes. The remainder of data reduction and
analysis is performed on the HP system.
2.1 Data Processing Flow and Program Descriptions
Figures i, 2, and 3 are flow charts of the SUMS Flight Data
Reduction and Analysis System software program interfaces. The
raw OEX-PCM data is received from NASA-JSC on magnetic computer
tapes which are written in packed form, one PCM cycle per
record. Any of the various OEX-PCM formats can be accommodated
but format 4 is currently in place on the OV-102 PCM. This
format contains 72 data words (8-bits) per mainframe with the
standard 64 mainframes per data cycle.
The following paragraphs summarize the input, function, and
output of each of the twenty-three primary programs which
comprise the flight data reduction and analysis system. Current
listings of these programs are maintained with the HP system
library in Bldg. 1232.
L_
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2.1.1 SUMSTRP
SUMSTRP buffers in each PCM data cycle as a record and then
unpacks the record to retrieve the 4608 eight-bit PCM words. The
IRIG-B time code for each mainframe is decoded and the SUMS words
in channels 47, 48, and 49 are stripped out. These data are
output in binary format to magnetic tape, three time words and
three SUMS words per mainframe.
_L
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2.1.2 SUMSRED
SUMSRED is the major program in the central computer part of
the SUMS system. It reads the SUMS PCM data tape and processes
the data on the basis of SUMS scan intervals of five seconds.
The time words at the beginning of a SUMS scan are converted to
GMT seconds to establish the scan reference time. Fill words
containing the SUMS instrument status flags are identified and a"
running record of each status flag is maintained. Changes in
status are output to the Instrument Status Summary. UAMS
engineering data is stripped from the word 47, 48 stream and
output as part of the SUMS scan data on the Science and
Engineering Data (SED) tape. SUMS engineering data in channel 49
are decalibrated and output to the High Frequency Engineering
(HFE) data file. Finally, the SUMS science data words are
decalibrated and output in units of ion current to the SED
tape. During this entire process, a running record of data gaps
is maintained and output as the Data Status Summary.
2-2
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2.1.3 CONVSED
CONVSED reads the SED tape and outputs the data words to a
local file via a formatted write. Ten data Words are written to
each of 38 records of 132 characters each, representing a
complete SUMS scan of science and engineering data. The local
formatted output file is processed via the system routine TCOPY
to create an output 9-track tape containing 132 column card
images in ASCII. This tape serves as the data interface between
the central computer facility and the HP 9836 system for SUMS
science and engineering data.
2.1.4 SCANOUT
SCANOUT reads the SED file and prints selected scans for
review and analysis. The print format includes all science,
engineering, and status data for a complete scan.
2.1.5 PCMSEG
PCMSEG reads the SUMS PCM file and outputs selected segments
of the raw PCM data to a 9-track interface tape for transport to
the HP 9836 system. This capability facilitates the
reconstruction of SUMS scans which may be out of sync due to data
gaps in the CCT.
2.1.6 CONVHFE
CONVHFE performs a similar function to that of CONVSED in
that the high frequency engineering data is output to a 9-track
interface tape for transport to the HP 9836 system.
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2.1.7 SUMPATH
This program reads the Postflight Altitude and Trajectory
History (PATH) tape for orbital flight and strips the parameters
useful to SUMSanalysis. Data is output to a 9-track interface
tape.
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2.1.8 SUMSBET
SUMSBET strips reentry trajectory data from the Best
Estimated Trajectory (BET) tapes and records the data on a 9-
track interface tape.
2.1.9 SUMS9TRK, PATH9TRK, BET 9TRK
These programs are similar in that they read the 9-track
interface tapes for SUMS science and engineering data, PATH
orbital trajectory and attitude data, and reentry BET trajectory
and attitude data, respectively, and convert the ASCII formatted
data to internal HP floating point numbers. The results are
stored in the appropriate files on the HP hard disc.
2.1.10 SUMS
SUMS inputs the SUMS science and engineering data from the
hard disc and "picks" the appropriate ion current peak from the
360 high mass steps and 72 low mass steps for each of the
specified integer AMU values. The results are stored on the
appropriate "PEAKS" file. This program also plots all the ion
current peaks for each scan as a spectral plot versus AMU or step
number.
2-4
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2.1.11READPEAKS
READPEAKS plots the selected peaks versus time for the
entire reentry or orbital sequence. It also calculates the mass
fraction for each peak with respect to total mass and outputs
this parameter with time and the AMU 28 ion current.
2.1.12 I28 POOL
128 POOL reads the I28 file and updates the SUM__POOL n file
on hard disc, where n = serial number for the respective SUMS
flight. The times of range valve closure, inlet valve closure
and entry interface are updated if desired.
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2.1.13 BET POOL
BET POOL reads trajectory data at one second measurement
intervals from the BET file and SUMS scan reference times at five
second intervals from the SUMS POOL n file. Trajectory
parameters are interpolated to SUMS scan reference times and
stored on the SUM POOL n file.
2.1.14 PATH POOL
PATH POOL reads the orbital data at one second intervals on
the PATH file and SUMS scan reference times at five second
intervals on the SUM POOL n file. Trajectory parameters are
interpolated to SUMS scan reference times and stored on the SUM
POOL n file.
2-5
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2.1.15 TW POOL
i
TW__POOL replaces the wall temperature (T w) on the
SUM POOL n file. Scan reference times and altitudes are read
from the POOL file. T w is interpolated to scan reference times
from table of T w versus altitude in the program. The T w table
is updated for each flight either from preflight predictions for
quick-look data reduction or from flight measurements for final
data reduction.
z
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2.1. 16 TINF POOL
TINF POOL replaces the free-stream temperature on the
SUM POOL n file. Scan reference times and altitudes are read
from the POOL file. Free-stream temperature is calculated from
the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere kinetic temperature equations
as a function of altitude at each scan reference time. Results
are stored on the POOL file. This program can be updated in the
future to accommodate other kinetic temperature models if
desired.
2.1.17 MW POOL
MW POOL reads scan reference times and altitude from the
SUM POOL n file. Mean molecular weight from the 1976 U.S.
Standard Atmosphere equations is calculated for each scan
reference time and output to the POOL file. This program can be
modified to calculate mean molecular weight from the actual SUMS
flight measurements for final flight data reduction.
2-6
2.1.18 POOL PLOT
POOL PLOT is a plot utility program which plots any selected
parameter in the POOL file versus any other parameter in the
file.
v
2.1.19 INRED RVO
INRED RVO calculates the partial AMU 28 orifice pressure
from SUMS AMU 28 ion current measurements for the data interval
when the range valve is open. The process for this calculation
is described in detail in paragraph 2.2. Output of the reduced
partial orifice pressure is to an intermediate file for input to
INRED RVC.
-v
2.1.20 INRED RVC
INRED RVC accomplishes the same task as INRED RVO except the
data interval is during the range valve open period. Optional
plotting of results is available.
2.1.21 SUMSAERO
SUMSAERO performs the following functions:
• computes dynamic pressure from reduced orifice pressure
and flow field algorithm
• computes free stream density from dynamic pressure and
velocity
• computes Knudson number
• computes viscous interaction parameter
2-7
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All I/O for SUMSAERO is via keyboard on prompt or from the
SUM POOL n file. Results are available also through a plot
option.
2.2 Inlet Reduction Process
This paragraph describes the algorithm for reduction of SUMS
i
flight measurements to inlet orifice pressure values. A lumped-
parameter electrical network analogy was used to derive a math
model of the SUMS system response to a time variant orifice
pressure. This model was calibrated against the actual
instrument response obtained from a series of static and dynamic
calibration tests. It then provided the analytic basis for the
inlet data reduction algorithm.
2.2.1 SUMS Analytic Model
The analytic model used to predict the SUMS response to a
time variant orifice pressure is described in Reference 2. The
model is based on an electrical network analogy for which the
differential equations describing the network response were
solved. This solution was incorporated into a computer code
which outputs the instantaneous SUMS ion source pressure for a
given orifice pressure history. The code also outputs the ratio
of predicted ion source pressure to the theoretical static ion
source pressure at the given instantaneous orifice pressure.
This parameter, referred to as the "fraction of static pressure",
is a measure of the dynamic pressure lag of the SUMS inlet
system. Since the fraction of static pressure is predicted to be
2-8
as low as 0.70 during flight, compensation for dynamic lag in the
data reduction process is necessary to avoid large errors in
interpretation of the SUMSflight data.
The model equation for ion source pressure, PIS' as a
function of orifice pressure, POR' with PORvarying as Po + kt,
is
PIS = PN(t) + AM (Po + kt) + MBk
where PN(t) = natural response term (torr)
Po = orifice pressure at t = o (torr)
k = slope of orifice pressure with time
(torr/sec)
time (see)
coefficients dependent on network parameters
(note: some elements of the network are
functions of orifice pressure)
Since PN + O as t + _ and k = o for a constant or static orifice
pressure, this equation reduces to
PIS = AMPoR
for the static case, with AM equal to the static pressure drop of
the SUMS inlet system. The fraction of static pressure is then
2-9
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PIS (DYN)
PIS(STAT)
PN + AM (Po + kt) + MBk
AM (Po + kt)
_ 1 +
PN + MBk
AM (Po + kt)
which depends upon the natural response history described by PN
and the magnitude of the •orifice pressure slope, k, for given
system characteristics described by A, B, and M.
As previously stated, the coefficients A, B, and M depend
upon the model network parameters. The network is defined by
lumping the distributed conductances of the inlet system and the
UAMS termination into five discrete resistive elements and
lumping the distributed volumes of the system into four discrete
capacitive elements. Errors associated with this approach are
primarily in the "lumping" process and in the analytic
assumptions behind the equations used to calculate conductance
(Reference 3). Concern over the magnitude of these errors
motivated the performance of a series of dynamic calibration
tests which serve to benchmark the model against the actual
system response.
2.2.2 Inlet System Flight Data Reduction Algorithm
The basic equation for the inlet system data reduction step
is given in Reference 1 as
PIS
POR = AM
B
+ At _ (A PN - APIs ) - PN
2-i0
q_
where At = the five second interval between successive samples
of a given mass number (secs)
AP N = change in natural response contribution to ion source
pressure over At (torr)
APIs = change in total ion source pressure over At (tort).
PIS' PN = values of total ion source pressure and natural
response contribution to ion source pressure at end
of interval At (tort)
E
A problem arises at this point because SUMS provides the ion
current produced by a given source pressure, but because of the
addition of the inlet system the mass spectrometer is "closed"
and must be calibrated indirectly for sensitivity in terms of ion
current produced per unit orifice pressure. The source pressure
is unknown and is never measured. This requires PIS to be
expressed in terms of POR in its static relationship as developed
in 2.2.1,
PIS = AM POR"
L
=
Static calibration determines the sensitivity coefficient, S,
which is the ratio of ion current produced per unit orifice
pressure. This gives
I AI
PIS _ AM _ ; A PIs = AM
Substituting these expressions in the reduction equation gives
2-11
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1 [i 2 B (I2-II)] 1 B PN2 PNI ]
POR 2 = S A At + _ [A At - PN 2
where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to any two successive flight data
measurements at the SUMS scan interval of five seconds, At. This
is the final form of the inlet reduction algorithm as programmed
in the SUMS flight data reduction software system.
2.2.3 Inlet Data Reduction Logic
The inlet reduction algorithm is used with the SUMS analytic
model logic to calculate inferred orifice pressure values from
inflight measurements of ion current. This section describes the
major logic elements of the computer routines and the logical
process for performing the calculations.
Figure 4 shows the expected variation of mass 28 ion current
measurements to be obtained in flight with the SUMS instrument.
This represents the raw flight data after conversion of the
digitally encoded range and signal level values to actual ion
current valves. The time interval shown is between the time at
which HIRAP begins to provide useable data and the time at which
the SUMS inlet valve closes. The sharp drop in the middle is the
point at which the range valve closes. The dashed line at this
point depicts the theoretical system response to range valve
closure for an infinite pumping speed and no surface
desorption. In this case the measurements immediately after
range valve closure would be useable for data reduction since
they would represent only the contribution of the atmospheric
gas. However, because of the source pumping speed (15 cc/sec)
2-12
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and some N 2 desorption from surfaces, the actual signal will
follow the solid line. For several scans the signal contribution
of the residual gas in the source is a significant percentage of
the total signal so that even small errors in modeling the decay
characteristic of the system cause large errors in the reduced
data. This effect is seen more clearly in Figure 5 where the ion
current has been adjusted after range valve closure to account
for the increased pressure drop after that time. This figure
depicts the ion current that would result if the small leak were
left on and the analyzer were capable of measuring the higher
currents, except that the large spike would not occur. This
spike is due to the aforementioned finite pump down which
requires about 30 to 40 seconds to complete after the range valve
is closed.
The first step in the inlet reduction process is the
generation of a "static" orifice pressure profile. If the flight
measurements of ion currents are assumed to have been made at
static orifice pressure conditions, the inferred orifice pressure
is calculated by the simple relationship
I28
POR(STATIC) = S28
to which the inlet reduction algorithm reduces for static
conditions. Applying this relationship to the curve of Figure 4
produces the curve shown on Figure 6. The sharp spike following
range valve closure occurs because the static assumption does not
account for the contribution to signal of the background gas in
2-13
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the ion source during the pump down after range valve closure.
The "static" orifice pressure profile produces pressure
magnitudes within five to thirty percent of actual orifice
pressure valves and slopes within two percent of actual except
during the leak switch transient. The transient problem is
handled by deleting data over the transient interval and treating
the data set in two segments referred to as range valve open
(RVO) and range valve closed (RCV), the two segments lying before
and after the transient, respectively. Each of the two segments
are fitted with a polynomial to smooth the measurement "noise"
which is expected to be about 3% maximum.
Simulation of SUMS response to the static POR profiles
generates arrays of values for A, B, M and PN at each five second
interval over the data spans. These values are then used with
I28 and $28 in the complete reduction equation to calculate
valves of POR which include the effects of dynamic lag and
natural response of the system. Figure 7 shows the typical
differences between the actual POR and the reduced values
determined by the process as just described.
Figure 8 depicts the major logic of the inlet reduction
process with the additional steps required to complete the
process for all atmospheric constituents. The final reduced
values of POR,28 are combined with the static POR,28 table to
calculate the fraction of static pressure for mass 28. This
fraction is assumed to hold true for all species and is used to
calculate the partial orifice pressure, POR,i for each of the
species by the relationship
2-14
iPOR, i
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l
R28 $28 F(s)
where POR,n = partial orifice pressure for the i th specie, torr
R28
$28
F(s)
I i
= fraction of static pressure for mass 28
= mass 28 sensitivity, amp/torr
Z C. I n
n=o,5 1,n i ; polynomial for the fractional
sensitivity of specie i with respect to $28
= flight measured ion current for i th specie, amps
Finally, the total orifice pressure is computed as
POR = Z POR, i
v
=
The actual species to be included in this step of the SUMS data
reduction are determined in an earlier step which selects the
specific peaks to be processed by subsequent routines. The
criteria for selection will be determined during post flight
analysis of the individual mass spectra for each scan. The
computer file which inputs the ion current measurements to the
inlet reduction routines will only contain data for the
previously selected peaks.
The analysis of SUMS mass spectral plots to determine
chemistry and contaminate effects will be an ongoing process
after flight with considerable uncertainty as to when results
will be available; consequently, the need exists for a quick-look
capability for data reduction which produces a reasonable first-
order estimate of the flight results. Provision has been made at
2-15
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the end of the inlet reduction process (see bottom-right of
Figure 8) to test a flag for quick-look processing and, if this
flag is true, a quick-look algorithm is applied to the mass 28
partial pressures to produce a total pressure estimate. This
algorithm can accommodate any arbitrary function for total
pressure related to nitrogen partial pressure as determined from
atmosphere models. The altitude vs. time history for use in this
algorithm can be either the preflight prediction or Best
Estimated Trajectory (BET) when available.
l
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2.3 Data Management
The very large quantities of data obtained from one flight
of SUMS and the plans for multiple flights requires attention to
the problem of data management. The data management plan
developed for SUMS is intended to minimize the number and volume
of data files while simultaneously maintaining desired
flexibility during the data reduction process and minimizing the
recovery effort required in the event of a file media failure.
The critical SUMS data file is the science and engineering
data file. After this file is successfully stored on the HP hard
disc and archived 3.5 floppy disc copies are made, all preceeding
tapes and files in the process are released except the OEX-CCT
which is retained indefinitely. (This tape is also archived at
the OEX data laboratory at NASA/JSC.) The PEAKS files are saved
and archived.
The SUM POOL n file is created on the hard disc for each
flight and will be maintained indefinitely. This file contains
2-16
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the entire pool of data needed for analysis of the SUMS data. It
can be updated when new data becomes available from the various
data sources or when required during analysis. The file can also
be checkpointed at any time and archived at any given state for
future reference. All files which input to the POOL file can be
released after the initial archiving.
v
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SECTION 3 - SUMSCALIBRATION
This section describes the calibration tests conducted with
the SUMSflight hardware prior to the first SUMSflight on the
STS-32 mission. The data obtained from these tests was used to
determine the static sensitivity of the instrument to an external
gas sample in terms of amperes of ion current per unit orifice
pressure and to determine the calibration constants for the inlet
reduction algorithm used for flight data reduction. The results
of these tests are valid for the configuration as tested. Future
SUMS flights will be conducted with a different configuration due
to the "chin panel" modification being performed on OV-102 and,
therefore, the dynamic response will be changed, requiring
recalibration.
v
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3.1 Static Calibration
Static calibration of SUMS was performed by exposing the
inlet to various static pressures over the instrument operating
range and plotting the results in terms of ion current versus
orifice pressure. The slope of this curve is the "sensitivity",
S, of the instrument, and proved to be nearly constant for SUMS
after adjustment of the ion pump high voltage from 3500 to 1800
volts. The measured sensitivity for range valve open was 1.79 x
10 -7 amperes per torr and for range valve closed was 1.43 x 10 -9
amperes per torr.
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3.2 Dynamic Calibration
The closed-source configuration of the SUMSsystem results
in a significant pressure lag in the presence of an increasing
orifice pressure which will occur during reentry. This dynamic
lag is expected to produce ion current measurements which are
consistent with equivalent static orifice pressures up to 30%
less than the actual inflight orifice pressures. The dynamic lag
is taken into account in the inlet reduction step in the SUMS
flight data reduction process. The inlet reduction software
employs the SUMSanalytic model which, due to simplifying
assumptions and approximations, must be calibrated against the
actual system response to an increasing orifice pressure.
=
3.2.1 Dynamic Test Pressure Profile
The predicted inflight orifice pressure history is
K(t)t
POR = Po e
where K(t) varies to first order with the inverse of atmospheric
scale height. Such a pressure-time history is difficult and
costly to simulate in the laboratory and it is not the most
severe test of the analytic model.
A simple and easy to implement test pressure profile is of
the form
POR = Pf (I - e -Kt) + Po
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where Pf is some final pressure to which the orifice pressure
rises exponentially from an initial pressure of Po" This rise is
characteristic of a volume at high pressure pumping into a
reference volume initially at high vacuum through a small
orifice. The parameter K is determined by the magnitude of the
reference volume and the conductance of the oTifice.
If K is very small (very long time constant), the pressure
rise in the reference volume will be nearly linear over a
considerable period of time from the start. A linear pressure
rise offers the interesting possibility of checking repeatability
during the dynamic tests because the dynamic response is
independent of the pressure rate for a linear rise. The equation
for fraction of static pressure in 2.2.1 can be written to first
order for a linear rise as
i
B POR B k
R=I+ =I+--
A POR A Po + Kt
which, for Po + o, reduces to
B
R = i +
At
_-°_I
A linear pressure rise from an initial high vacuum also offers
the advantage of checking the analytic model over a greater range
of dynamic response than will occur in flight. The fraction of
static pressure starts at zero and rises at a rate dependent upon
the ratio B/A, eventually converging on 1.0 at large t.
Figure 9 shows the fraction of static pressure versus time
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as predicted by the SUMS analytic model for pressure rise rates
of 1 x 10 -5 torr/second with range valve open and 1 x 10 -3
torr/second with range valve closed. Any rates would have
produced the same curves. The small difference between the cases
for the two range valve positions is caused by a slight change in
the ratio B/A when switching leak conductances.
3.2.2 Test Procedure
Figure I0 depicts the test hardware configuration for the
dynamic calibration tests. The SUMS orifice tube was connected
directly to the test station "cross" which has a volume of about
1/2 liter. Nitrogen at one atmosphere was supplied through a
controlled leak with a tap to the cross. The vacuum station was
connected to the cross through a manual valve. This valve was
initially opened full at the beginning of a test. The controlled
leak was adjusted to give a pressure of 1 x 10 -6 torr at the
reference volume. The valve was then closed (time equal zero),
starting the test run. The subsequent pressure rise in the
reference volume would be nearly linear as discussed in the
previous paragraph. Baratron pressure at the cross and mass 28
peak ion currents from the SUMS were recorded on strip charts as
the run progressed. Subsequent runs at higher pressure rates
were obtained by simply increasing the initial pressure through
an increase in the conductance of the controlled leak. Doubling
the initial pressure doubles the pressure rate.
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3.2.3 Test Cases
A total of six dynamic tests were performed. Five of the
tests were run with the range valve initially open while the
sixth was run with the range valve manually closed at the
start. Case 1 was run a few weeks prior to the other tests and
used approximately the same pressure rate as Case 3. The cases
are tabled as follows:
Range Valve Initial Pressure
Position Rate
1 open 2.89 x 10 -5
2 " 1.45 x 10 -5
3 " 2.75 x 10 -5
4 " 4.12 x 10 -5
5 " 9.19 x 10 -5
6 closed 1.65 x 10 -4
The pressure profiles for the tests are shown on Figure ii.
°
3.2.4 Test Results
Figure 12 shows the variation with time of the AMU 28 peak
ion current recorded for each of the six test cases. The data
are corrected for initial static background current measured
prior to time zero for each case. The dynamic lag in the system
response is clearly seen on Figures 13 and 14 which show the
effective "dynamic sensitivity" compared with the static
sensitivities for range valve open and closed cases,
3-5
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Figure 15 shows a typical dynamic calibration test
(case 3) result compared with the calibrated model prediction.
The only adjustment that was made to the model was to element C 2
which is the lumped volume just ahead of the leaks. C 2 was set
to 8.0 cc based on best fit to the calibration data. Other test
cases agree with the calibrated model as well as case 3 except
for test case 5. Exhaustive analysis of this case and the test
technique failed to explain the discrepancy. Future
recalibration tests prior to the resumption of STS operations
should reveal whether a problem exists with the higher pressure
rates or whether the case 5 result was anomalous.
= =
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This section presents the status and future plans for
several ongoing analyses which are being conducted in support of
the SUMS experiment.
4.1 Flow Field Algorithm
An analysis of the flow field about the Shuttle Orbiter nose
geometry in rarified hypersonic conditions is being conducted in
support of development of the SUMS flow field algorithm which
will relate measured orifice pressures to dynamic pressure.
Partial results of this analysis were published in Reference 4.
Although not a part of this contract, this analysis effort has
been coordinated with respect to SUMS needs with respect to
flight data reduction and interpretation.
The flow field analysis to date has provided nominal values
of pressure coefficients at several altitudes over the SUMS
measurement range. These coefficients relate the measured
orifice pressures from SUMS flight data to dynamic pressure which
is needed for calculation of aerodynamic coefficients. The
values received to date have been curve fit and the resulting
polynomial coefficients and logic have been incorporated into the
SUMSAERO program.
Future work in this area will include expansion of the
nominal analysis and the generation of error coefficients for
estimation of uncertainties in the overall SUMS analysis results.
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4.2 HIRAP Derived Density Variations
Inferred free stream atmospheric densities calculated from
the HIRAP normal acceleration measurements indicate the
possibility of rather large spatial fluctuations in density
relative to standard. This poses the possibility of large
gradients in SUMS orifice pressure which may affect the SUMS
system response and present a problem with reduction of flight
data to orifice pressure values. The previous discussion in
Section 2 of the inlet reduction process assumed that the orifice
pressure increases as a smooth exponential and accuracies quoted
for the process were based on that assumption. The HIRAP results
indicate large, up to ± 30%, periodic variations, which, if due
to atmosphere, could be problematical.
This problem was initially investigated by modeling the
HIRAP inferred variation as a sine wave with period as observed
and amplitude of ± 30 percent of the standard atmosphere. The
model was used to develop an orifice pressure profile based on
mm
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the flow field algorithm relating dynamic pressure (density) to
orifice pressure. The orifice pressure profile was used to drive
the SUMS analytic model which calculated the AMU 28 ion current
including the effect of dynamic response. The resultant AMU 28
ion current values were then input to the inlet reduction
software to recreate the original orifice pressure profile.
After some changes to the inlet reduction process (resulting in
the current version), the errors in the reduction process were of
the order of one percent maximum.
Data for the ten HIRAP flights to date have been transferred
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from NOS tapes to the HP 9836 system. These files contain time
trajectory and altitude parameters, normal and axial
accelerations, control surface deflections, and the atmospheric
densities calculated from normal acceleration and normal force
coefficient. The MSIS-83 (reference 5), MSFC/J70 (reference 6),
and the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere (reference 7) models were
programmed in BASIC on the HP system and checked out thoroughly
against their respective FORTRAN Versions on the CDC system.
Three sets of data files (one for each atmosphere model) were
then generated with data from the HIRAP files combined with model
density, the ratio of HIRAP density to model density, exospheric
temperature, local temperature, local solar time, solar flux, and
geomagnetic index, Ap. A program was then written to plot the
various parameters from these files.
The density ratios for all ten cases were plotted and
analyzed. The altitude range for the data is from 60 to 160
km. Below 80 km, the models tend to overpredict compared to the
HIRAP valves. From 80 to 120 km, a wavelike structure with
amplitudes of ± 20 percent variation frequently occurs. From 120
km to 160 km, the general model trend is underprediction of
density. These overall trends hold up well when the ten data
sets are averaged, except that the oscillations in the mid range
are diminished because of randomness.
The STS-32 case is particularly interesting because of a
very large gradient in the density ratio around 107 km.
Accepting this gradient as a variation in atmospheric density is
difficult because of the sharp change in inferred scale height by
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a factor of two over a very small altitude change, three km.
Even the lateral distance involved is very small, less than 150
km. The lift to drag ratio, L/D, could be an indicator of any
cause which would produce the results of STS-32 because L/D is
independent of atmospheric density except for the long term
variation with Knudsen number (related to density). If the L/D
history shows any unusual behavior around 107 km, a flow field
effect or an impulsive force becomes suspect. L/D histories for
all ten HIRAP flights were calculated with correction to a forty
degree angle of attack. The STS-32 case shows a definite
feature, a "bump", in L/D around 105 km where the largest
gradient in inferred density occurs. Similar features are
observed in six other cases in the range of 102 to 108 km with
the magnitude of the effect varying from slight to even more
pronounced than on STS-32. The O£her three cases do not show any
obvious deviation from a smooth curve through that region.
Averaging all ten L/D histories produces a c_rve which is
very smooth, almost linear, through the region i00 to ii0 k_ as
the flow transitions from free molecule to continuum. Since the
features in the individual curves average out over the ten cases
and since they do not even occur in three cases, one may conclude
that either they are random and unrelated or that they are
influenced by one or more variables. The theoretical L/D is
related to Knudsen number through density and therefore
indirectly to altitude. Density variations of ± 40 percent in
the altitude range i00 to ii0 km could be expected from flight to
flight; therefore, the altitude range for a given Knudsen n_mber
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would be about ± 3 km, assuming a scale height of 6.5 km (U.S.
Standard at 105 km). If the features are commonly related to
physics of the flow field as influenced by Knudsen number, they
would then be confined to that altitude range, they should
exhibit similar characteristics, and they should occur on every
flight. Although the features do fall within the altitude range,
|
they differ qualitatively (ie., some concave, some convex) and
they do not appear in all cases.
Analysis of the angle of attack and attitude thruster firing
histories led to the idea that analysis of the ACIP rate gyro
data might provide further insight into the HIRAP results. The
resultant data reduction and analysis that ensued is discussed in
4.3.
4.3 ACIP Rate Gyro Data Analysis
Software programs have been developed to strip the ACIP rate
gyro data from the OEX-CCT tapes and transfer the data from the
CDC system to the HP 9836 system via 9-track magnetic tapes.
Analysis programs have been developed to smooth the angular
velocity (p, q, r) data and calculate angular accelerations. The
angular accelerations are used to calculate total moment about
the orbiter body axes which facilitates calculation of the moment
coefficients. The moment coefficient of interest in particular
is the pitching moment coefficient.
Rate gyro data for STS-32, 30 and 24 have been reduced to
date. Analysis of this data showed a near constant moment about
the y body axis on the orbiters of about 250 ft ib prior to the
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buildup of aerodynamic forces during reentry. This moment swamps
the aerodynamic moment during descent to about 120 km. The
majority of the moment is caused by the APU exhaust which is
directed upward at the aft body. Detailed analysis of the STS-24
data during the interval around APU-2 and 3 turn on shows an
increase in angular acceleration to 2.05 x 10 -3 deg/sec 2 as these
!
units come on line. The value just before their turn on was
9.02 x 10 -4 deg/sec 2, resulting in a difference of 1.15 x 10 -3 .
This difference is two thirds of the total APU induced moment,
for a total of 1.72 x 10 -3 deg/sec 2 for all three APU's. This
compares with a calculated value of 1.95 x 10 -3 based on thrust
and moment arm.
The residual moment in the STS-24 data after subtracting the
calculated effect of all three APU's is about 40 ft lb. This
residue increases linearly to 58 ft Ib at entry interface. Part
of this "residue" could be due to variations in APU exhaust
thrust magnitude (the calculation in the previous paragraph
implied equal thrusts) and the long term increase could be due to
increase in gravity gradient torque during descent. Further
study of this problem will be done to develop as accurate a
technique for removing the bias as possible.
The rate gyro/pitching moment analysis is only partially
complete at this time but will be continued during a future
contract. The analysis should aid the overall HI RAP density
analysis effort and will be a valuable addition to the SUMS-HIRAP
analysis for future flights. The software developed for this
analysis will be incorporated into the SUMS Flight Data Reduction
4-6
and Analysis System.
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1.0 Introduction
The Shuttle Upper Atmosphere Mass Spectrometer (SUMS)
installed on Shuttle Orbiter OV-102 (Columbia) was flown for the
first time on Shuttle Flight 61-C in January, 1986. Columbia was
launched on January 12, 1986, at Kennedy Space Center and landed
at Edwards AFB, Cal., on January 18, 1986. This was Columbia's
first flight after extensive modification which included the
installation of SUMS and other major Orbiter Experiments Project
(OEX) flight hardware.
The major objective for SUMS on this first flight was to
demonstrate its operational status and to collect data on gas
composition and density at the SUMS inlet port during reentry.
This data would allow assessment of the SUMS inlet system design
parameters and would facilitate the determination of hypersonic,
rarified flow aerodynamic coefficients in the transition regime
in conjunction with the High Resolution Accelerometer Package
(HIRAP). A secondary objective was to evaluate the on-orbit
performance of the SUMS system and the procedures for making
SUMS/HIRAP measurements of atmospheric density and accelerations
during orbital operations. For this purpose, a series of three
orbital sequences were executed during the mission.
SUMS flight data was recorded on the OPS-I recorder during
the orbital sequences and the early segment of reentry up to
entry interface minus 50 seconds. Reentry data from entry
interface minus 105 seconds to landing was recorded on the OEX
recorder. The OPS-I sequences in orbit were dumped to the Hawaii
ground station on a telemetry channel and processed via JSC to
LaRC using the OEX ground data system. The reentry segments on
the OPS-I and OEX recorders were processed through the OEX data
system after return of Columbia to KSC. All SUMS flight data was
successfully processed through the SUMS flight data reduction
system at LaRC with no problems. Mass spectra plots were
available on the HP 9836 system typically within 24 hours of data
receipt at LaRC.
Analysis of data from the three orbital sequences showed
apparently normal instrument operation but no evidence of
atmospheric or contaminant gases other than preflight background
levels in the mass spectra. Engineering parameters were all
within specification and all valves were commanded open. The
reentry data also showed normal instrument operation and all
valves commanded open but also no evidence of atmospheric or
contaminant gases. The expected valve closures failed to occur
at the predicted times and no rises in the atmospheric gas peaks
were observed. The contingency command to close all valves was
issued by the SUMS sequence and control logic when the inlet
pressure transducer reached the maximum of 5.4 torr at low
altitude. These flight data results indicated a possible valve
malfunction or clogged filter which prevented atmospheric gas
from reaching the mass spectrometer through the inlet system.
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SUMS was removed from Columbia at KSC and ground tests were
conducted to determine the reason for the apparent in-flight
malfunction. The tests at KSC provided preliminary indication
that the protection valve had failed closed. SUMS was then
transported to the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) where
further tests confirmed erratic operation of the protection
valve.
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2.0 SUMS 61-C Orbital Operations
SUMS was designed to measure partial pressures of
atmospheric gas constituents at the SUMS inlet port in the
transition region between free molecular flow at orbital
altitudes and continuum flow after reentry. Practical
considerations dictated some tradeoff of measurement range at
high altitudes. Yet measurement of atmospheric gases at orbital
altitudes is possible given the right conditions of altitude and
solar activity, the two major variables affecting density in the
thermosphere. Successful measurement of atmospheric parameters
w_th SUMS in conjunction with HIRAP acceleration measurements at
orbital altitudes would greatly enhance knowledge of free-
molecular flow aerodynamics of the Orbiter.
Mission 61-C was flown during the period of very low solar
activity within the current Ii year sunspot cycle. The orbital
altitude was also higher than initially planned because of lower
payload weight. These factors virtually eliminated the
possibility of making aerodynamica!ly useful orbital measurements
with SUMS and HIRAP on this mission. Figure 1 was generated with
postflight values of observed 10.7 cm solar flux and shows that
ion currents generated by atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen at the
61-C altitude would have been an order of magnitude below
background levels and therefore undetectable.
The merit of performing the SUMS orbital sequences can
certainly be questioned in light of such pessimistic
predictions. The factors which entered into the decision to
perform them anyway were the very light crew workload on mission
61-C making the Orbiter readily available for the required
attitude maneuvers, the relatively unpredictable solar activity,
and the potential secondary benefits such as contaminant and
background measurements.
Figure 2 is of interest regarding future attempts to make
orbital measurements with SUMS for aerodynamic purposes, q_nis
graph was generated for high solar activity which should prevail
before the SUMS flights are completed due to the Shuttle pro_rar
delay caused by the Challenger loss. Adequate atmospheric signal
levels are indicated at 300 km and below.
2.1 Orbital Sequence Description
The SUMS flight operations on mission 61-C were specified by
Detailed Test Objective (DTO) 0902, JSC-16725, Revision G. This
DTO establishes the SUMS command history and orbiter attitude
maneuvers required to perform the orbital sequences.
The baseline sequence contained in DTO 0902 is summarized
briefly as follows: (i) SUMS and HIRAP power is applied 2 hours
before the sequence for warmup, (2) the orbiter is maneuvered
nose down, SUMS orifice forward at a pitch attitude of -Ii0
degrees, (3) data recording is started, (4) the orbiter is
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pitched negatively at 0.5 deg/sec to rotate the orifice through
the velocity vector up to an attitude of +90 degrees, and (5) the
recorder is stopped and SUMS/HIRAP powered off. The Orbiter
maneuver provides maximum projected area which creates maximum
drag acceleration for HIRAP at the beginning and end of the
sequence and also provides zero angle of attack of the SUMS port
(maximum sensitivity to atmosphere) near the middle of the
sequence. Probability of sensing the atmosphere is maximized by
performing the sequence at local solar time equal to 1400 hours
(the middle of the diurnal bulge).
Only one orbital sequente was implemented for SUMS during
the preflight mission planning for 61-C. This sequence was
originally scheduled for day 4 of a nominal 5 day mission. In
flight, the mission was first shortened by one day and the SUMS
sequences rescheduled for day 3. Subsequently, the mission was
extended to 6 days because of KSC weather problems, allowing two
additional SUMS orbital sequences during this period of very low
Orbiter activity. The three SUMS orbital sequences are
identified and labeled as ORB-I, ORB-2, and ORB-3.
2.2 Flight Data Results from Orbital Sequences
The target values for initial pitch attitude, pitch attitude
rate, and final pitch attitude for the SUMS orbital sequences
were -ii0 deg., 0.5 deg/sec, and +90 deg, respectively, while
holding yaw and roll angles within the range of ±I0 deg.
Tolerances on pitch angles were 15 deg. No tolerance was
specified for pitch rate during the maneuver but values in the
range of 0.4 to 2 degrees per second are considered acceptable.
The actual attitude rates achieved during the mission were 0.83,
0.49, and 0.53 deg/sec for ORB-I, ORB-2, and ORB-3, respectively.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the angle of attack histories for
the SUMS inlet port relative to the velocity vector for each of
the orbital sequences. These figures are approximations which
were constructed from attitude rate gyro outputs. The initial
and final attitudes are assumed to meet the target criteria but
this assumption has not been confirmed to date. These graphs
will be updated with the actual reduced attitude histories when
they are received at LaRC.
The predominant constituents of the upper atmosphere at 61-C
orbital altitudes are molecular nitrogen and atomic oxygen, with
molecular oxygen the third most abundant specie. Since atomic
oxygen recombines on the SUMS inlet system surfaces, the sum of
atmospheric 0 and 02 will appear at the 32 AMU peak in SUMS
spectra. The only peaks of interest are therefore 28 and 32
insofar as the atmosphere is concerned. Other atmospheric
constituents are far below the SUMS detectable limit.
The reduced data for 28 and 32 AMU for the three 61-C
orbital sequences are shown on Figures 6 through 8. None of the
data sets shows any evidence of a rise in ion current around the
A-7
SUMSport zero angle of attack point, indicating that either the
atmospheric density was too low or that SUMS was not open to the
atmosphere. The signal levels in all cases are consistent with
background levels seen in preflight tests.
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3.0 SUMS 61-C Reentry Operations
The primary objective of the SUMS experiment is to measure
the partial pressures of atmospheric species at the SUMS inlet
port during reentry. These measurements can then be used to
calculate dynamic pressure which combined with acceleration
measurements from HIRAP allow the calculation of aerodynamic
force coefficients for the Shuttle Orbiter. SUMS was designed to
obtain data in the reentry phase where the aerodynamic flow
transitions from free-molecular to continuum.
3.1 Reentry Sequence Description
SUMS operation during reentry is autonomous after the
application of instrument power 2 hours before deorbit burn
initiation. From this point on until power is removed after
landing, SUMS is operating and providing data to the PCM. The
PCM and recorder are turned on 5 minutes prior to deorbit burn
initiation and remain on until after landing.
Power application to SUMS initiates the sequence and control
logic which initially opens all valves (range, inlet, and
protection) if the check for inlet pressure less than 5 torr is
true. As descent occurs, the l_gic checks for three consecutive
ion current peaks above 1 x i0- ampere and on this occurrence
closes the range valve. The SUMS inle_ pressure at which the
range valve is closed is about 5 x I0 -_ torr depending on dynamic
lag of the inlet system. As the descent continues, th_ logic
checks again for three consecutive peaks above 1 x i0 -_ ampere
and on the second occurrence closes the inlet and protection
valves at an inlet pressure just under one torr. _ne instrument
continues to output background spectra until power is turned off
on the ground.
Figure 9 shows the predicted 28 AMU peak (nitrogen) response
during reentry for an interval of about ±200 seconds a_ound entry
interface. The 28 peak ion current should rise to i0 -_ aF;pere
about one minute after entry interface at which tire the range
valve should close, increasing the pressure drop across the inlet
system by a factor of i00. After the natural response transient
damps out fo_lowing range valve closure, the ion current rises
again to i0-" where the inlet valve should close. The 28 peak
will control the range valve and inlet valve closures because it
is the dominant atmospheric specie at altitudes near entry
interface. The oxygen peak will behave similarly but will not
reach the maximum current as the nitrogen peak will.
3.2 Fli_ht Data Results from Reentry Sequence
Figure i0 shows the reduced ion currents for 28 and 32 _MU
during the time from deorbit burn to almost i000 seconds after
entry interface. As with the orbital sequences, there is no
indication of atmospheric gas in the mass spectra over this
interval.
A-9
vThe SUMS engineering data showed all parameters were normal
throughout the reentry sequence. All status flags were normal
and all valves had been commanded open at the beginning of the
sequence.
The range valve was predicted to close around 48557 seconds
GMT or about 77 seconds past entry interface. No rise in the
atmospheric gas peaks was noted before this time and the range
valve closure was not indicated in the SUMS status data near this
time. The inlet valve was predicted to close at 48690 seconds
GMT and this operation was not indicated near the expected time
either.
Figure ii shows the reduced data from the SUMS inlet
pressure transducer which has its pickoff point at the inlet port
side of the inlet valve. The pressure is at background level up
to 48600 seconds at which time it starts to rise, reaching the
maximum of 5.4 torr at 48750 seconds. The SUMS sequence and
control logic commanded all valves to close when the inlet
pressure reached maximum to protect the system from excessive
external pressure. Figure ii indicates the time at which the
inlet valve was predicted to close and the measured pressure at
this time was quite close to the predicted value.
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4.0 Variation in Background Levels
Comparison of background levels over the four sets of 61-C
flight data (3 orbital, 1 reentry) shows some variations within
the range of an order of magnitude. In some cases the background
levels are nearly constant over the sequence; in others, a
definite rise is noted. These variations pose the question as to
whether SUMS may have been open to the atmosphere during one or
more of the orbital sequences and may have been exposed to
contaminants outgassing from the Orbiter or possibly to water
vapor trapped in the inlet port in the launch pad environment.
Figure 12 shows the water vapor history for all four
sequences. The ORB-I _equence produced the highest H20
background, 1.7 x I0 -I amperes, and was most nearly constant
over the measurement inter_l. The ORB-_ sequence produced the
lowest background, 2 x I0 -_ to 3 x i0 -I , and had the largest
variation across the measurement interval, about 50%. The ORB-2
and reentry sequences fall between these extremes, both in
average magnitude and slope.
The background water peak is due to surface desorpti0n of
adsorbed water vapor and is temperature dependent. This process
can also occur with other gases on a lesser scale. Figures 13
and 14 show the CO/N 2 (28 AMU) and CO 2 (44 AMU) histories,
respectively, and clearly indicate the same general behavior as
the water peak. The consistent behavior of these three peaks
indicates that their gas source was internal background
influenced by a common variable, temperature, and was not the
external Orbiter environment.
No temperature measurement at the surfaces where desorption
occurs is made. The nearby ion source temperature is measured
but it is influenced primarily by the source filament dissapation
and stabilizes more rapidly than surfaces such as the cap area.
The cap area temperature could be influenced by warm-up time,
among other factors, such that some correlation could exist
between background levels and warm-up time.
ORB-I, ORB-2, and the reentry sequence were provided the
full two hour warmup time before data acquisition started. The
background peaks for these sequences are grouped fairly close
together. However, power was applied to SUMS quite late in
preparation for ORB-3 because of schedule pressures in the
Orbiter operations. (Note: ORB-2 and 3 were inserted in the
Orbiter mission operations during flight after the landing delay
occurred.) The background signals for ORB-3 were considerably
lower than the levels for the other sequences and show steeper
slopes in the earlier portion of an exponential rise with
temperature as expected. The variations in background levels
appear to be caused by the combination of warmup time variations
and ambient temperature variations.
A-If
=5.0 Conclusions
Analysis of the SUMS 61-C flight data has been completed and
clearly indicates a malfunction prevented the mass spectrometer
from measuring any detectable gases entering the SUMS inlet
port. The following observations and conclusions are evident
from this analysis.
(i)
(2)
There is no evidence of atmospheric or contaminant gases
in any of the SUMS orbital measurements.
There is no evidence of atmospheric gases during
reentry.
(3) Analysis indicates variation in signal levels over a
sequence or between sequences was due to internal
surface temperature variations.
(4) S_dS sequence and control logic operated normally in
closing all valves due to sensing high inlet pressure at
low altitude during reentry.
(5) All engineering and status parameters were normal during
all 61-C operations.
(6) The SUMS inlet port was not blocked as indicated by the
inlet pressure transducer.
(7) The SUMS gas path appeared to be blocked between the
inlet pressure transducer pick-off point and the mass
spectrometer ion source.
(8)
_e most likely source of such blockage was a clogged
filter or failed-closed condition of either the inlet or
protection valve.
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The Shuttle Upper Atmosphere Mass Spectrometer (SUMS) was flown on Shuttle
Flight 61-C In January 1986. Columbia was launched on January 12, 1986, at
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and landed at Edwards Air Force Base, California
on January 18, 1986.
Data analysis from the flight has been performed and is included in
Enclosure A. The mass spectra from the SUMS mass spectrometer dld not show
the expected rise in signal level during the reentry phase of the Shuttle
mission. The SUMS was removed from the Shuttle and transported to the
University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) for testing and trouble shooting to
determine why the signal level dld not rise as expected.
Investigation of the SUMS revealed the problem to be the protection valve.
The protection valve failed to open as commanded and remained closed during
the entire entry period. Failure analyses were performed by the SUMS
project personnel and are included in Enclosures B and C. An independent
analysis of the failure was performed by personnel from the LaRC Instrument
Research Division and is included in Enclosure D.
The conclusion in each of the investigations was that the protection valve
was "stuck" In the closed position during reentry and was the cause of not
obtaining the expected signal rise. The failure of the valve was due to
internal contamination and has been refurbished by cleaning in Freon TF.
Corrective action for the next flight will be to (1) clean and bake the
valve to remove contamination, (2) modify procedures to verify valve opera-
tion before flight, and (3) to perform long-term engineering tests to
determine valve operation tlme history. The latter action is required
for verification that the problem is internal contamination and not an
inherent design problem with the valve.
;/'-S_cc/t_,_ .'.C."
Roy 3. Duckett
3031
Enclosures
CC:
367/SSD
3661AB
366/Duckett
366/R3Duckett:cm 11-25-86 (3031)
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ATTACHMENT A
Interim Report
i
Results of Shuttle Upper Atmosphere Mass Spectrometer (SUMS)
61-C Flight Data Analysis
Edwin Hinson
NAS1-!6385
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May 1986
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1.0 Introduction
The Shuttle Upper Atmosphere Mass Spectrometer (SUMS)
installed on Shuttle Orbiter OV-102 (Columbia) was flown for the
first time on Shuttle Flight 61-C in January, 1986. Columbia was
launched on January 12, 1986, at Kennedy Space Center and landed
at Edwards AFB, Cal., on January 18, 1986. This was Columbia's
first flight after extensive modification which included the
installation of SUMS and other major Orbiter Experiments Project
(OEX) flight hardware.
The major objective for SUMS on this first flight was to
demonstrate its operational status and to collect data on gas
composition and density at the SUMS inlet port during reentry.
This data would allow assessment of the SUMS inlet system design
parameters and would facilitate the determination of hypersonic,
rarified flow aerodynamic coefficients in the transition regime
in conjunction with the High Resolution Accelerometer Package
(HIRAP). A secondary objective was to evaluate the on-orbit
performance of the SUMS system and the procedures for making
SUMS/HIRAP measurements of atmospheric density and accelerations
during orbital operations. For this purpose, a series of three
orbital sequences were executed during the mission.
SUMS flight data was recorded on the OPS-I recorder during
the orbital sequences and the early segment of reentry up to
entry interface minus 50 second s . Reentry data from entry
interface minus 105 seconds to landing was recorded on the OEX
recorder. The OPS-I sequences in orbit were dumped to the Hawaii
ground station on a telemetry channel and processed via JSC to
LaRC using the OEX ground data system. The reentry segments on
the OPS-I and OEX recorders were processed through the OEX data
system after return of Columbia to KSC. All SUMS flight data was
successfully processed through the SUMS flight data reduction
system at LaRC with no problems. Mass spectra plots were
available on the HP 9836 system typically within 24 hours of data
receipt at LaRC.
Analysis of data from the three orbital sequences showed
apparently normal instrument operation but no evidence of
atmospheric or contaminant gases other than preflight background
levels in the mass spectra. Engineering parameters were all
within specification and all valves were commanded open. The
reentry data also showed normal instrument operation and all
valves commanded open but also no evidence of atmospheric or
contaminant gases. The expected valve closures failed to occur
at the predicted times and no rises in the atmospheric gas peaks
were observed. The contingency command to close all valves was
issued by the SUMS sequence and control logic when the inlet
pressure transducer reached the maximum of 5.4 torr at low
altitude. These flight data results indicated a possible valve
malfunction or clogged filter which prevented atmospheric gas
from reaching the mass spectrometer through the inlet system.
1
SUMSwas removed from Columbia at KSC and ground tests were
conducted to determine the reason for the apparent-in-flight
malfunction. The tests at KSC provided preliminary indication
that the protection valve had failed closed. SUMSwas then
transported to the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) Where
further tests confirmed erratic operation of the protection
"valve.
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2.0 SUMS 61-C Orbital Operations
SUMS was designed to measure partial pressures of
atmospheric gas constituents at the SUMS inlet port in the
transition region between free molecular flow at orbital
altitudes and continuum flow after reentry. Practical
considerations dictated some tradeoff of measurement range at
high altitudes. Yet measurement of atmospheric gases at orbital
altitudes is possible given the right conditions of altitude and
solar activity, the two major variables affecting density in the
thermosphere. Successful measurement of atmospheric parameters
with SUMS in conjunction with HI_P acceleration measurements at
orbital altitudes would greatly enhance knowledge of free-
molecular flow aerodynamics of the Orbiter.
Mission 61-C was flown during the period of very low solar
activity within the current ii year sunspot cycle. The orbital
altitude was also higher than initially planned because of lower
payload weight. These factors virtually eliminated the
possibility of making aerodynamically useful orbital measurements
with SUMS and HIRAP on this mission. Figure 1 was generated with
postflight values of observed 10.7 cm solar flux and shows that
ion currents generated by atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen at the
61-C altitude would have been an order of magnitude below
background levels and therefore undetectable.
The merit of performing the SUMS orbital sequences can
certainly be questioned in light of such pessimistic
predictions. The factors which entered into the decision to
perform them anyway were the very light crew workload on mission
61-C making the Orbiter readily available for the required
attitude maneuvers, the relatively unpredictable solar activity,
and the potential secondary benefits such as contaminant and
background measurements.
Figure 2 is of interest regarding future attempts to make
orbital measurements with SUMS for aerodynamic purposes. This
graph was generated for high solar activity which should prevail
before the SUMS flights are completed due to the Shuttle program
delay caused by the Challenger loss. Adequate atmospheric signal
levels are indicated at 300 km and below.
2 1 Orbital Sequence Description
The SUMS flight operations on mission 61-C were specified by
Detailed Test Objective (DTO) 0902, JSC-16725, Revision G. This
DTO establishes the SUMS command history and orbiter attitude
maneuvers required to perform the orbital sequences.
The baseline sequence contained in DTO 0902 is summarized
briefly as follows: (i) SUMS and HIRAP power is applied 2 hours
before the sequence for warmup, (2) the orbiter is maneuvered
nose down, SUMS orifice forward at a pitch attitude of -ii0
degrees, (3) data recording is started, (4) the orbiter is
wm
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pitched negatively at 0.5 deg/sec to rotate the orifice through
the velocity vector up to an attitude of +90 degrees, and (5) the
recorder is stopped and SUMS/HIRAP powered off. The Orbiter
maneuver provides maximum projected area which creates maximum
drag acceleration for HIRAP at the beginning and end of the
sequence and also provides zero angle of attack of the SUMS port
(maximum sensitivity to atmosphere) near the middle of the
sequence. Probability of sensing the atmosphere is maximized by
performing the sequence _t local solar time equal to 1400 hours
(the middle of the diurnal bulge).
Only one orbital sequence was implemented for SUMS during
the preflight mission planning for 61-C. This sequence was
originally scheduled for day 4 of a nominal 5 day mission. In
flight, the mission was first shortened by one day and the SUMS
sequences rescheduled for day 3. Subsequently, the mission was
extended to 6 days because of KSC weather problems, allowing two
additional SUMS orbital sequences during this period of very low
Orbiter activity. The three SUMS orbital sequences are
identified and labeled as ORB-l, ORB-2, and ORB-3.
2.2 Flight Data Results from Orbital Sequences
The target values for initial pitch attitude, pitch attitude
rate, and final pitch attitude for the SUMS orbital sequences
were -ii0 deg., 0.5 deg/sec, and +90 deg, respectively, while
holding yaw and roll angles within the range of ±i0 deg.
Tolerances on pitch angles were ±5 deg. No tolerance was
specified for pitch rate during the maneuver but values in the
range of 0.4 to 2 degrees per second are considered acceptable.
The actual attitude rates achieved during the mission were 0.83,
0.49, and 0.53 deg/sec for ORB-l, ORB-2, and ORB-3, respectively.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the angle of attack histories for
the SUMS inlet port relative to the velocity vector for each of
the orbital sequences. These figures are approximations which
were constructed from attitude rate gyro outputs. The initial
and final attitudes are assumed to meet the target criteria but
this assumption has not been confirmed to date. These graphs
will be updated with the actual reduced attitude histories when
they are received at LaRC-
The predominant constituents of the upper atmosphere at 61-C
orbital altitudes are molecular nitrogen and atomic oxygen, with
molecular oxygen the third most abundant specie. Since atomic
oxygen recombines on the SUMS inlet system surfaces, the sum of
atmospheric O and 02 will appear at the 32 AMU peak in SUMS
spectra. The only peaks of interest are therefore 28 and 32
insofar as the atmosphere is concerned. Other atmospheric
constituents are far below the SUMS detectable limit.
The reduced data for 28 and 32 AMU for the three 61-C
orbital sequences are shown on Figures 6 through 8. None of the
data sets shows any evidence of a rise in ion current around the
4
SUMSport zero angle of attack point, indicating that either the
atmospheric density was too low or that SUMSwas nQt open to the
atmosphere. The signal levels in all cases are consistent with
background levels seen in preflight tests.
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3.0 SUMS 61-C Reentry Operations
The primary objective of the SUMS experiment is to measure
the partial pressures of atmospheric species at the SUMS inlet
por t during reentry. These measurements can then be used to
calculate dynamic pressure which combined with acceleration
measurements from HIRAP allow the calculation of aerodynamic
force coefficients for the Shuttle Orbiter. SUMS was designed to
obtain data in the reentry phase where the aerodynamic flow
transitions from free-molecular to continuum.
3.1 Reentry Sequence Description
SUMS operation during reentry is autonomous after the
application of instrument power 2 hours before deorbit burn
initiation. From this point on until power is removed after
landing, SUMS is operating and providing data to the PCM. The
PCM and recorder are turned on 5 minutes prior to deorbit burn
initiation and remain on until after landing.
Power application to SUMS initiates the sequence and control
logic which initially opens all valves (range, inlet, and
protection) if the check for inlet pressure less than 5 torr is
true. As descent occurs, the l_gic checks for three consecutive
ion current peaks above 1 x i0 -_ ampere and on this occurrence
closes the range valve. The SUMS inle% pressure at which the
range valve is closed is about 5 x I0 -= tort depending on dynamic
lag of the inlet system. As the descent continues, th_ logic
checks again for three consecutive peaks above 1 x 10 -7 ampere
and on the second occurrence closes the inlet and protection
valves at an inlet pressure just under one torr. The instrument
continues to output background spectra until power is turned off
on the ground.
Figure 9 shows the predicted 28 AMU peak (nitrogen) response
during reentry for an interval of about ±200 seconds a_ound entry
interface. The 28 peak ion current should rise to i0 " ampere
about one minute after entry interface at which time the range
valve should close, increasing the pressure drop across the inlet
system by a factor of i00. After the natural response transient
damps out fo_lowing range valve closure, the ion current rises
again to i0-" where the inlet valve should close. The 28 peak
will control the range valve and inlet valve closures because it
is the dominant atmospheric specie at altitudes near entry
interface. The oxygen peak will behave similarly but will not
reach the maximum current as the nitrogen peak will.
3.2 Flight Data Results from Reentry Sequence
Figure I0 shows the reduced ion currents for 28 and 32 _MU
during the time from deorbit burn to almost i000 seconds after
entry interface. As with the orbital sequences, there is no
indication of atmospheric gas in the mass spectra over this
interval.
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The SUMS engineering data showed all parameter_ were normal
throughout the reentry sequence. All status flags were normal
and all valves had been commanded open at the beginning of the
sequence.
The range valve was predicted to close around 48557 seconds
GMT or about 77 seconds past entry interface. No rise in the
atmospheric gas peaks was noted before this time and the range
valve closure was not indicated in the SUMS status data near this
time. The inlet valve was predicted to close at 48690 seconds
GMT and this operation was not indicated near the expected time
either.
Figure ii shows the reduced data from the SUMS inlet
pressure transducer which has its pickoff point at the inlet port
side of the inlet valve. The pressure is at background level up
to 48600 seconds at which time it starts to rise, reaching the
maximum of 5.4 torr at 48750 seconds. The SUMS sequence and
control logic commanded all valves to close when the inlet
pressure reached maximum to protect the system from excessive
external pressure. Figure ii indicates the time at which the
inlet valve was predicted to close and the measured pressure at
this time was quite close to the predicted value.
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4.0 Variation in Back@round Levels
Comparison of background levels over the four sets of 61-C
flight data (3 orbital, 1 reentry) shows some variations within
the range of an order of magnitude. In some cases the background
levels are nearly constant over the sequence; in others, a
definite rise is noted. These variations pose the question as to
whether SUMS may have been open to the atmosphere during one or
more of the orbital sequences and may have been exposed to
contaminants outgassing from the Orbiter or possibly to water
vapor trapped in the inlet port in the launch pad environment.
Figure 12 shows the water vapor history for all four
sequences. The ORB-I _equence produced the highest H20
background, 1.7 x I0 -I= amperes, and was most nearly constant
over the measurement inter_l. The ORB-3 sequence produced the
lowest background, 2 x i0 -_ to 3 x 10 -13 , and had the largest
variation across the measurement interval, about 50%. The ORB-2
and reentry sequences fall between these extremes, both in
average magnitude and slope.
The background water peak is due to surface desorption of
adsorbed water vapor and is temperature dependent. This process
can also occur with other gases on a lesser scale. Figures 13
and 14 show the CO/N 2 (28 AMU)and CO 2 (44 AMU) histories,
respectively, and clearly indicate the same general behavior as
the water peak. The consistent behavior of these three peaks
indicates that their gas source was internal background
influenced by a common variable, temperature, and was not the
external Orbiter environment.
No temperature measurement at the surfaces where desorption
occurs is made. The nearby ion source temperature is measured
but it is influenced primarily by the source filament dissapation
and stabilizes more rapidly than surfaces such as the cap area.
The cap area temperature could be influenced by warm-up time,
among other factors, such that some correlation could exist
between background levels and warm-up time.
ORB-I, ORB-2, and the reentry sequence were provided the
full two hour warmup time before data acquisition started. The
background peaks for these sequences are grouped fairly close
together. However, power was applied to SUMS quite late in
preparation for ORB-3 because of schedule pressures in the
Orbiter operations. (Note: ORB-2 and 3 were inserted in the
Orbiter mission operations during flight after the landing delay
occurred.) The background signals for ORB-3 were considerably
lower than the levels for the other sequences and show steeper
slopes in the earlier portion of an exponential rise with
temperature as expected. The variations in background levels
appear to be caused by the combination of warmup time variations
and ambient temperature variations.
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5.0 Conclusions
Analysis of the SUMS 61-C flight data has been completed and
clearly indicates a malfunction prevented the mass spectrometer
from measuring any detectable gases entering the SUMS inlet
port. The following observations and conclusions are evident
from this analysis.
(i) There is no evidence of atmospheric or contaminant gases
in any of the SUMS orbital measurements.
(2) There is no evidence of atmospheric gases during
reentry.
(3) Analysis indicates variation in signal levels over a
sequence or between sequences was due to internal
surface temperature variations.
(4) S_6S sequence and control logic operated normally in
closing all valves due to sensing high inlet pressure at
low altitude during reentry.
(5) All engineering and status parameters were normal during
all 61-C operations.
(6) The SUMS inlet port was not blocked as indicated by the
inlet pressure transducer.
(_) The SUMS gas path appeared to be blocked between the
inlet pressure transducer pick-off point and the mass
spectrometer ion source.
(8) The most likely source of such blockage was a clogged
filter or failed-closed condition of either the inlet or
protection valve.
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ATTACHMENT B
_ep,_=oA.. o, ]66
TO: SUMS Project Files
May 8, 1986
_- FROM: )661Aero-Space Technologist, AB, SSD
SUBJECT: SUMS Experiment Failure Analysis Report
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The mass spectra from the SUMS mass spectrometer did not show the expected
rise in signal level during reentry of the 61C Shuttle mission in 3anuary
1956. Subsequent data analysis and trouble shooting revealed the problem
to be the protection valve. The protection valve failed to open as
commanded and remained closed during the entire entry period.
The SUMS was removed from the Shuttle and preliminary testing was completed
at KSC. The SUMS was then transported to the University of Texas at Dallas
(UTD) where testing and trouble shooting were continued. Initially, the
protection valve was tested in the system using the flight electronics to
#ommand the valve to open and close. The current waveforms were monitored
to determine if the valve operated. The valve did not operate on the first
attempt which verified its "stuck" condition. After additional trouble
shooting to verify the time dependence of the problem, the protection valve
was removed from the system and refurbished by cleaning in Freon TF. The
Freon TF was saved for analysis of contaminants removed from the valve.
After vacuum baking at I00°C, the protection valve operated normal and did
not stick after overnight storage in the closed posi:ion. A summary of the
data and testing is shown in the enclosure.
The protection valve was "stuck" in the closed position and was the cause
of not obtaining atmosphere samples during reentry. The valve has been
refurbished by cleaning with Freon TF. The valve has been reinstalled in
the system and thoroughly tested to verify normal operation. Corrective
action for the next flight will be to modify procedures to verify valve
operation before flight and to perform long-term engineering tests to
determine valve operation time history. The latter action is required for
final verification that the cause of the "stuck" valve is indeed manufac-
turing contamination and not an inherent design problem with the valve
itself.
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SUMMARY SUMS
DATA & TESTING
FLIGHT DATA
Configuration of flight hardware:
qm_
I'" r--1 PRESSURE_--'- _ L1
STS TILE _-, , ,v_ _ fMASS
l - __. } _ [ SPECTROMETER
F I p
F 5O /d FILTER
I INLET VALVE
R RANGE VALVE
P PROTECTION VALVE
L 1 = 0.12 CC/._EC LEAK 1
L 2_- 1.2 x 10 -3 CC/SEC LEAK 2
FIGURE 1.
w
Instrument Status:
Entry Interface (EI) _ 13:28:00 (hour:min:sec)
Words 47 and 48 were 205, 216 from entry interface to
13:32:32 at which time they changed to 197, 223.
This indicates that all valves were commanded open; then, at
13:32:32, all valves were commanded closed.
SUMS Engineering:
W-49
i. ION pump current remained at output of 5-7 digital durinc
the period from entry interface to 13:32:32. This
indicates that no gas load was detected by the ion pump.
, Inlet pressure changed from 8 to 255 digital during EI to
13:32:32.
This shows that the pressure at the pressure transducer
changed from background to 5 TORR (0.i PSIA) during EI to
13:32:32.
3. All voltages (+15, -15, +5) were normal.
4. Enclosure pressure remained 745 TORR during this period.
, Leak #1, _2, and inlet temperatures were steady at 52°F
during this period.
UA_IS Engineering:
W47-W48
All UAMS engineering data was normal for this period of time.
Mass Spectrometer:
Review of the mass spectrometer data showed only background
spectra and no changes in signal level.
Conclusions:
No gas input to the mass spectrometer.
5 TORR was detected by the pressure transducer which caused
the SUMS logic to command all valves closed.
Potential Problems:
i. Filter plugged.
2. Inlet valve failed to open.
3. Protection valve failed to open.
4. Electrical (command, open wire, etc.).
KSC TESTING:
, The SUMS was removed from the STS and transported to
Building 505 at KSC. There the aux vacuum station was
connected to the inlet port and the system pumped down
with all valves in the closed position. A voltmeter was
connected across the output terminals of the inlet
pressure transducer to serve as a pressure monitor.
Configuration:
i VOLTMETER'P "
M L_-----__,_.._,,,._ ._ ,_ A S S ETE
L_...J _ I __,._..J _ I SPECTROM
F
M - MANUAL VALVE
FIGURE 2.
Action
The GSE was connected to the SUMS. Manual valve was closed
and the inlet valve commanded (I pulse) to open.
Results
The inlet valve opened (was closed initially) and the
prissure indicator changed from 0.15 to 0.34 volts out on the
inlet pressure transducer.
Action
The manual valve was then opened to compensate for a small
leak at the SUMS/GSEconnection.
Action
The range valve was commanded open.
Results
The range valve also opened (was closed initially).
Action
The GSE was then configured to flight mode and power was
applied to SUMS.
Results
The inlet and range valves cycled normally (5 on, 4 off
commands).
Conclusion:
Range and inlet valve functional.
further testing.
Transport to UTD for
UTD TESTING
Configuration:
<
i o
-- T
F
FIGURE 3.
Action
In order to check filter system, the filter was removed from
the inlet system and connected to a leak tester at point T.
Results
Test results showed that the filter was not plugged.
Configuration:
L
2
FIGURE 4.
C) T
Action
The inlet system was removed f, om the SUMS and connected to a
leak detector at point T.
Results
Test showed that the inlet and range valves operated normal
and leaks were not plugged.
"lw
Configuration:
AUX
VACUUM
_{ MASSSPECTROM ETERI
FIGURE 5.
Action
The aux vacuum station was con1_ected to the SUMS at the
protection valve port and the :,ystem pumped down. The
protection valve was commanded open (single pulse).
Results
The normal sound of valve operntion was not heard.
did not operate.)
(Valve
Action
The SUMS cover was then remove, I and electrical measurements
made on the protection valve ci¢cuit.
Resu_s
All readings normal.
F Action
Connect a current probe to the }_rotectiDn valve circuit to
monitor the current flow throu,_1_ the valve while cycling the
valve.
Results
In the process of manual opera_ ion of the protection valve
(single pulse mode) and settin,1 up the oscilloscope, the
protection valve began to opernte. However, it was noted
that the operation of the prot_',_tion valve was
intermittent. In all tests, c_-rent was observed through the
valve after commands were give1_.
w
m
Action
Configure the SUMS to flight m,,,le and command protection
valve to open while monitoring ,.urrent through the protection
4
O._'lC._N_:|r P.%CE |.5
OF POOR QUALITY,
valve.
Results
Internal software and protection valve operated normally.
(This occurred after many manual on-off cycles as described
above.)
Action
After the protection valve had been closed for 2 hours, the
above test was repeated.
Results
The protection valve opened on the second open command and
operated normally thereafter.
Action
The protection valve was closed for 18 hours and the test
repeated.
Results
The valve opened on the fifth open command.
Conclusions at the point:
1. Filter was not plugged.
2. Inlet valve operation normal.
3. Protection valve failed to open durin@ entry.
4. Electrical (command issued, no open wlres, etc.).
o Remove protection valve from the SUMS and continue testing.
o
O
Visual inspection (microscope) showed some color change,
standard metal to red hue when rotated, but no evidence
of contaminants or deposits.
Valve was tested by cycling and stored overnight in a
closed position to verify problem still there after
removal from instrument.
O Valve was cleaned using Freon TF
o rinse, ultrasonic vib in Freon TF, rinse
o hold solutions for analysis
o vacuum pump valve for 2 hours
o Retest valve
o valve open on single command on first half of current
cycle
o store overnight and retest
o after overnight valve again opened of ist pulse, ist
half of current cycle
o Replace valve in instrument, pump out, and then repeat
test. Valve open to pump out analyzer.
oo
After pump out, the valve was again tested and cycled on
first cycle. Valve was left in close position overnight
and again cycled normally on first pulse.
Vacuum bake system at !00°C to remove any residual Freon
TF.
T
En_. Test on Spare Valves
o Valves - 51, 52, 54, 56. These valves have been reworked
by ERG and were stored in the open position.
Tests were conducted using the protection valve circuits
at atmospheric pressure using the following sequence:
o open command
o close command
o flt. mode 5 open, 4 close command
On each of the above valves, the valve closed on the
first single close command and opened and closed on each
of the flt commands.
o Eng. test on valve 59
Valve 59 has a _ 1 x 10 -9
at UTD in the open mode.
cc/sec leak rate and was stored
Test and results same as above.
o Eng. Test Valve 55
Valve 55 was removed from the range circuit, cleaned, and
was stored in the closed position for _ 4 years.
Test 1
command open
command close
flt mode
no operation
no operation
no open or close operation
Test 2
Enclose in bag and ultrasonic vibrate to determine if
vibration other than cleaning is clearing the valve
problem. Process the same as the protection valve except no
Freon TF used.
Retest - Valve does not open or close on single command, does
not open or close on flt command.
Test 3
Wash valve with Freon TF. Note since Freon TF does not flow
through the valve it is closed. Minimum amount of Freon TF
6
vin valve side:
Retest
open command
close command
flt mode
single open
no
no
open on third open command
power off closed
yes, but late on open cycle
Test 4
Reciean valve in open position with Freon TF and retest.
valve closed
valve open
ist command (single)
Ist command (single)
Test 5
o Vacuum pump valve for 24 hours.
o Store valve in closed position for 48 hours.
o Retest.
o Valve opened on first open command.
o Valve closed on first close command.
Overall Conclusions and Observations
o Problem with entry data - Protection valve did not open
as commanded during entry due to internal contamination.
o Valve can be refurbished to normal operating condition by
washing valve in Freon TF and vacuum baking valve.
o Tests on valve in single pulse mode will be made to
insure good valve operation. Good valve - open on first
half of current cycle. Late opening indicated problems.
o Probable reason that the range and inlet valve were good
valves was that inlet system (range and inlet) was baked
at 100°C for 2 weeks prior to final calibration. Cause
of stickiness pumped out.
o Corrective action for next flight:
o analysis of Freon TF used in cleaning the protection
valve.
o bake protection valve and pump out system to clear
protection valve of contamination.
o Monitor range, inlet, and protection valves during test
and recalibration to verify good valve operation. Modify
procedure to verify good valve after calibration and
before shipment to KSC for installation.
7
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o
Perform Eng. Test
valve 55 - bake and pump out reference va!ve
valve 54 - spare valve not cleaned or baked
Leave valves closed for 1 week, 1 month, 4 months, etc., and
test for single open command.
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ATTACHMENT C
SUMS/OEX EXPERIMENT FAILURE REPORT
SUMSZ .L ;_,
FR8601
27-Feb-86
PAGE 1 OF 1
PROJECT: OEX/SHUTTLE
EXPERIMENT: SUMS SN I DATE OF FAILURE: JAN 1986.
COMPONENT: PROTECTION VALVE SN#58
PART NUMBER: VR-1-SFD-32-32
MANUFACTURER; ERG,INC. OAKLAND,CALIF. 946D8.
MALFUCTION DESCRIPTION: THE MASS SPECTRA FROM THE SUMS SPECTROMETER
DID NOT SHOW THE EXPECTED RISE IN PRESSUE DURING RE-ENTRY OF THE 61C
SHUTTLE MISSION IN JANUARY 1986. SUBSEQUENT TROUBLESHOOTING REVEALED
THE PROBLEM TO BE THE ANALYZER PROTECTION VALVE. THE PROTECTION VALVE
FAILED TO OPEN AS COMMANDED. THE VALVE STUCK IN THE CLOSED POSITION.
MALFUCTION CAUSE: THE VALVE USES A SOFT SEAT MADE OF VITON E&OC
MATERIAL. SOME SURFACE CONTAMINATION OCCURS AFTER LONG PERIODS OF
USE OR EXPOSURE. SOFT SEALS SUCH AS VITON EGDC HAVE A TENDENCY TO
BECOME VACUUM WELDED TO A SURFACE AFTER BEING MATED UNDER PRESSURE
FOR EXTENDED PERIODS OF TIME. THIS INSTANCE WAS MOST PROBABLY A
COMBINATION OF THESE TWO CAUSES. THE VALVE HAD BEEN IN THE CLOSED
POSITION SINCE ABOUT SEPTEMBER 18, 1985.
CORRECTIVE ACTION:THE SURFACE CONTAMINANTS WERE REMOVED BY WASHING
THE VALVE IN FREON TF AND USING ULTRASONIC CLEANING PROCEDURES.
FAILURE ANALYSIS : INITIALLY THE VALVE WAS TESTED IN THE SYSTEM
USING THE FLIGHT ELECTRONICS TO COMMAND THE VALVE OPEN AND CLOSED. THE
CURRENT WAVEFORM WAS MONITERD TO DETERMINE THE VALVE OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS. THE VALVE DID NOT OPERATE ON THE FIRST ATTEMPT WHICH
VERIFIED ITS "STUCK " CONDITION.ON SUBSEQUENT TRYS THE VALVE CAME LOOSE
AND BEGAN TO OPERATE ON EACH COMMAND. HOWEVER THE WAVEFORM SHOWED A
TENDENCY TO OPERATE LATE IN THE COMMAND CYCLE. AFTER AN OVERNIGHT
PERIOD THE VALVE FAILED TO OPERATE ON THE FIRST TWO OF THE FIVE OPEN
COMMANDS THUS CONFIRMING THE TIME DEPENDENCY OF THE "STICKING"
AFTER THE WASH CYCLE THE VALVE OPERATED NORMALLY SHOWING A GOOD CURRENT
WAVEFORM WITH THE OPENING OCCURRING EARLY IN THE COMMAND PULSE CYCLE.
THE WASH FLUIDS HAVE BEEN SAVED FOR POSSIBLE ANALYSIS OF THE
CONTAMINANTS REMOVED FROM THE VALVE. SINCE THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF
CONTAMINANTION IN THE RANGE OR INLET VALVES OR THE CONTROLLED
CONDUCTANCE LEAK THE CONTAMINATION OF THE PROTECTION VALVE MAY HAVE
BEEN CAUSED BY OUTGASSING PRODUCTS FROM THE VITON EGOC SEAT ITSELF.
CONCLUSION: THE PROTECTION VALVE WAS THE CAUSE OF THE PROBLEM. THE
VAEVE WILL BE REFURBISHED BY CLEANING WITH FREON TF , REINSTALLED
IN THE PROTECTION POSITION AND THROUGHLY TESTED TO ASSURE NORMAL
OPREATION. ONCE THE VALVE HAS BEEN CLEANED AND A GOOD CURRENT WAVEFORM
VERIFIES PROPER VALVE OPERATION THE VALVE CAN BE CONSIDERED TO BE
FULLY RESTORED. A PERIODIC REVIEW OF THE COMMAND CURRENT WAVEFORMS
WILL BE IMPLEMENTED TO AID IN DETECTING ANY DETERIORATION OF VALVE
PERFORMANCE. TEST PROCEDURES WILL BE REVISED TO INCLUDE APPROPRIATE
TESTING PRIOR TO REDELIVERY TO KSC FOR THE NEXT MISSION.
SUBMITTED BY _/_._ Z(_ C0N CU RRED By._ __ __ ___C_C__.__'C,..c_;,0
W_W.WRIGHT .... [. D. SCOGGI)_S/
UTD PROGRAM MANAGER ONR REPRESEM"FA_IVE
CONCURRED BY
R. J. DUCKETT
LaRC TECHNICAL OFFICER
APPROVED BY
ROBERT BLANCHARD
LaRC PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
APPROVED BY
E. KENT
SUMSVALVESTATUS(SUMSV.LTR)DATE 27-Feb-86
SUMSV.LTR
I--SN80059 .....REMOVED FOR WELD LEAR ; REPAIRED BY ERG; HAS I0(-9)
LEAR RATE;--USEFULL AS SPARE FOR RANGE OR PROTECTION;
.,....
2--SN80058 .....PROTECTION VALVE SUMS SN#7
FAILED STUCK OPEN JAN 86; REMOVED WASHED, TESTED,
REINSTALLED FEB B6, REF. SUMS FR8601.
_--SN80056 ..... I0-01-8Z INSTALLED AS RANGE VALVE SUMS SN#?;
REMOVED WITH INTERNAL LEAR BETWEEN WALLS ON li-19-82;
ERG TEST--I,SXIO(-81 LEAK -REPAIR DOUBTFUL ,VALVE
HAS BEEN OPENED ONCE,NO LIP TO REWELD.
ERG REPAIR COMPLETED-SPARE VALVE.
4--SN80053 ..... INLET VALVE SUMS SN#7
=_,--SN50061..... R'AHGE VALVE SUMS SN#?
v
w
my
-rv_6--SN80051 .....OLD S,,uE SEAT ;REPAIR TO INCLUDE REDESIS>ED PE_ITLE
AridSEAT ;
ERG TEST--5.SXIO(-B) LEAK ,STIC'XING-
ERG REPAIR COMPLETE-SPARE VALVE.
7--SNBOOSZ .....OLD STYLE SEAT; SAME AS ABOVE
ERG TEST-I.2XIO(-6) LEAR, OPENED -FOUND SEAT DEFORMED BY
PARTICLE
ERG REPAIR COMPLETE-SPARE VALVE.
8--SNBO054 .....OLD STYLE SEAT ; SAME AS ABOVE
ERG TEST-I.TXIO(-7) LEAK
ERG REPAIR COMPLETE-SPARE VALVE
9--SN80055 .....REMOVED FROM RANGE IO-06-BZ; STICKING PROBLEM;
CLEARED BY WASHING IN FREON;RESTALLED IN RANGE ON
11-19-82. REMOVED FROM SYSTEM (?l.
ENG TEST 27-Feb-B6--STORED CLOSED LONG PERIOD;
VALVE STUCK ,WASHED, RETURNED TO NORMAL OPERATION,
BEING MAINTAINED AS TEST BED TO INVESTIGATE STICKING
PROBLEM.
IO-SN80057(?)..RETURNED TO ERG FOR DESTRUCTIVE TESTING DURING REDESIGN
OF PENTLE AND SEAT TO IMPROVE LEAK RATE.
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Langley-Research Center
Hamoton, Virginia
23665-5225
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ATTACHMENT D
August 5, 1986
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
366/Roy J. Duckett, Aerothermodynamics Branch, SSD
234/Head, General Research Instrumentation Branch, GRIB, IRD
Review of SUMS Valve Failure Investigation
m
A review was held with the SUMS contractor personnel at UTD on July 30-
August i, 1986, to determine the adequacy of their investigation into
the reasons for the failure of the SUMS protection valve to open during
the 61C Shuttle mission in January 1986. In general, it appears that
the UTD people have carried out an appropriate investigation and made an
accurate determination of the causes Of failure, and prescribed an
effective procedure for insuring that the failure is not repeated.
Additional testing, beyond that done by UTD, would become very involved,
but might be considered if absolute certainty of nonfailure is to be
guaranteed.
Two additional findings that are not in the original failure report tend
to reinforce the UTD findings.
(i) The samples of contaminant have been spectroscopically analyzed by
Lockheed and found to be primarily a silicon grease with a trace of
vinyl acetate polymer.
(2) A long term test has been set up at UTD with the spare valves. One
valve that is stuck is included. Pumping under vacuum has not freed the
valve. UTD will try heat (up to 100°C) to see if that will unstick the
valve.
Some comments follow on the following areas of concern: 1) Observations
on the current system; 2) additional tests that might be made; and
3) changes in valve design or procedures.
(i) Observations on the current system.
(la) The valves can stick in either the open or closed position. While
the source of the contaminant may be the seat, it is more likely that
material in the system is the cause of the trouble. Since the valve
will stick either open or closed, it is most likely that the sticking is
caused by contamination on the valve plunger, and not cold welding
between the plunger and the viton seat.
-- 2
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(Ib) The system temperature was monitored during flight and showed no
major excursions, and certainly within expected range. However,
movement of a thermocouple to the protection valve is a good idea to
make certain these are no unexpected excursions.
(ic) The valves are made with a double sealed construction; that is, the
coil is separately encapsulated before being sealed in the valve body.
If the coil capsule is leaking (and this has happened) the coil may be a
source of contamination.
(2) Additional Testing
(2a) The source of the sticking material has not been identified, and
some evidence points to baking as a cause of sticking. Tests should be
run to define the extent to which baking can be a problem.
(2b) The valve seat may or may not be a source of contamination. This
should be determined.
(2c) Tests have been run only on individual valves under limited
conditions. It may be worthwhile to try to duplicate the actual
conditions on the Shuttle from installation to flight and test under
those conditions.
(3) Design and System Changes
(3a) The waveform of the applied pulse seems to be an indicator of valve
operation. Circuits should be added to the GSE and flight electronics
to provide for monitoring of the pulse shape during all ground testing.
(3b) If valve replacement is to be considered, a valve with an open
indicate circuit is recommended.
(3c) If leak rate requirement can be relaxed, some hard seats such as
vespel can be used. This should reduce chances of cold welding and
permit higher bake-out temperatures (coil will have to be upgraded).
(3d) A si_le system to determine valve function might be a trace gas
such as C_02 trapped between the leak and protection valves. This
would indicate opening of the protection valve.
(3e) The valve seat appears adequate, but was a fix on a design that was
not acceptable. Can the valve seat design be improved?
(3f) It appears that constraints placed on the size of the valve system
were unnecessarily severe. There is space available in the Shuttle
around the instrument. A new design with less space constraints could
use larger valves with proven histories of operation.
(3g) It should be possible to make changes in the instrument range to
give additional aero-thermal data, something that is of considerable
interest, moreso than when the experiment was originally planned.
Paul R. Yeager
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